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Cognizance

SAI International School, Bhubaneswar
(Journalism Without Fear)
3 teams of RKK consisting of total 36 students that comprised 3 studentsfrom each
Class VII - IX and XI, participated in the event titled, ‘Journalism Without Fear'
hosted by SAI International School, Bhubaneswar from 23rd December 2021 to 7th
January 2022. Each team included 12 students. The participants were asked to write
a research paper and create a mood-board corresponding to the topic chosen by the
team that was provided by the host school. The participants worked diligently to
present beautifully written research papers and captivating mood-boards. The
perseverance of the participants brought its reward as Team 2 of Class IX includingAarushi Malu, Kritika Gill, Shreya Maloo won the ‘Most Creative Research Paper’.
Participants of Team 3 of Class XI - Aditi Charan, Kumkum Chouhan, Mumal Deora
won the ‘Best Colour Story’ for their Mood-Board.
Participants from RKK were : TEAM – 1 : Kriti Rathi, Shary Bohra, Jinal Manihar,
Prathna Sancheti, Nia Kunwar Nirban, Mehayee Kavia, Lavina Bhawnani, Minakshi
Soni, Sonali Kanwar, Bhavi Kumbhat, Amishi Shukla. TEAM – 2 : Adwitiya Saxena,
Diva R Khanna, Priyal Jain, Piya Salecha, Pari Salecha, Rishita Bhansali, Shreya
Maloo, Kritika Gill, Aarushi Malu, Manasvi Salecha, Shalini Singh, Khushi Bhati.
TEAM – 3 : Aditi Maheshwari, Zaheen Khan, Sahaj Mehta, Hasmita Jain, Kavya
Rathi, Suhani Birla, Iram Khan, Bhavya Chowdhary, Mansi Suthar, Aditi Charan,
Mumal Deora and Kumkum Chouhan. The teacher incharges for the event were Ms
Perminder Meena and Ms Subhita Jakhar.
“Journalism can never be silent: that is its greatest virtue and its greatest fault. It
must speak, and speak immediately, while the echoes of wonder, the claims of
triumph and the signs of horror are still in the air.” ~Henry Anatole Grunwald.
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Another Commendable ladder of Achievement
RKK belongs to the elite IPSC body comprising 80 like minded, Legacy Schools and Sainik or Military Schools of
India. This IPSC body has an Executive Committee comprising
9 members.There are two Executive Committee Members
from Private Schools and two from Sainik or Military
Schools. For any School Principal / Head it is a matter of
great pride and honor to be a part of the IPSC Executive
Committee. This year at the 82nd Annual General Meet held
on 8th to 10th January 2022, Mrs Neera Singh, Principal of
RKK has been selected to be a part of this Executive
Committee. She is the only Woman Executive Member
which adds volumes to this moment of pride.
This has put the school in the highest league amongst these
elite 80 schools. The kind of exposure RKKians get and will
get through IPSC is unimaginable. This success by the
Principal has been credited to her students participating in
various events, activities and competitions, hosting of events
every year since receiving its membership, assistance of a
strong team of educators and unrelenting support of the
Royal Family and Board of Governors at all times.
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Sunbeam School, Laharata
(RS Zoom Postcard Call)
"We are only as strong as we are united, as weak as we are divided." -JK Rowling.

With a firm belief on strength of unity, 8
enthusiastic students of Rajmata Krishna
Kumari Girls' Public School, Jodhpur
participated in a Postcard Call hosted by
Sunbeam School, Laharata on 12th January
2022. The theme 'Power of We' was a very
unique and interesting theme to interact on.
Following students-Sahaj Mehta - VII, Prathna
Sancheti - VIII, Nivedita Singh Bhati - VI, Srishti
Jain - VI, Geet Bhansali - VI, Ira Gehlot - VIII,
Adhya Dudi - VI and Tanishka Sharma - VI with
their Teacher Incharge, Ms Neelam Deora, were
thrilled to be a part of such a knowledgeable
event.
The 90-minute call brought together around 90 participants from 12 schools of 3 countries
(India, UK and Pakistan). The Keynote Speaker- Dr. Gunmeet Bindra enlightened the
students with her enriching words. Later, students were divided into breakout rooms
where they had a very interactive discussion on the topic. There was an amazing and
enriching baraza session where all the participants shared their views. Overall, the
postcard call was very insightful and informative.

The High Range School, Munnar
(Semi - Classical Dance Competition)
In Collaboration with AFS, India - The High
Range School, Munnar, Kerala organized a
Semi - Classical Dance Competition (Uday The Rising…) for students of grade VI to VIII on
15th January 2022. All the member schools of
AFS, India were invited to be a part of this
competition. Dance being an integral part of
RKK’s curriculum and activities, holds an
important place in every student’s heart. Tanvi
Shah, Suhani Birla, Harianshika Shekhawat,
Manvi Gulecha, Tisha Tak, Subhadra Kumari
and Prachi Jain trained by Dr Piyushree Shukla
were a zealous part of this competition.

A video was prepared and sent to the host
school. It was in adherence to all the
guidelines and rules & regulations. The
teamwork of RKKians was in sync. The
presentation of graceful dancing was a
play to the wonderful talent of the
participants.
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Mayo College, Ajmer
(RS Zoom Postcard Call)
R S Postcard - Warp and Weft in Weaves hosted by Mayo College, Ajmer on Wednesday,
19th January 2022 from 4:30pm to 6:00pm was very knowledgeable and informative. 19
Schools from around the globe participated in it. RKK was represented by Iram Khan,
Himanshi Tanwar, Kriti Vishnoi, Harshita Chaudhary, Hashmita Jain, Suhneri Birla and
their Teacher Incharge – Mrs. Mani Deora. They shared their opinions and suggestions
confidently. For convenience small breakout – Barraza rooms were made so that every
participant can interact and conveniently shares his/her point of view with other school
students.
Keynote Speaker, Ms. Kaveri Mukherjee provided the delegation with suggestions and
solutions to reduce reuse and recycle from own fabrics in use and not to get into blind
race of fashion industry. She also enlightened the participants with amazing information
that Global production of clothing and its consumption has increased in the last fifty
years. With time, clothing has gained more importance as people associate every
occasion, mood, season and status with clothing. It has become a way of making an
impression and non-verbal communication. Textile is the second biggest polluting
industry. The average life span of a garment is roughly three years, and so, textile
industry generates a huge amount of waste. Five per cent of all global landfills is being
taken up by dumped textile waste. It was an amazing learning experience.

The High Range School, Munnar
(Semi - Classical Dance Competition)
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VDJS, Hissar (Virtual Mega Career Fest)
A Virtual Career Fest was organized by Vidya Devi Jindal School, Hissar in
collaboration with UNIWIZARD on 22nd January 2022. Students of classes X to XII
participated in the Fest. The Program was inaugurated by ma’am Shalini Mehrotra,
Principal of the school . After the inauguration, students joined various Break-Out
rooms for one to one interaction with the university representatives. Each breakout
room had representatives from different universities. Various renowned National and
International Universities were on Board. Ashoka University, Ahmedabad University,
Pearl, Amity, Krea, Mahindra University, OP Jindal Global University, UPES Dehradun,
Flame University were the prominent National Universities and Kings University
College, Canada, Algoma University, Canada, Monash University, Australia,
University of Sheffield, UK, The University of Arizona, USA, The University of Sydney,
Australia and many more. Students were exposed to a total of 33 universities. It was a
very fruitful session for students as they got first-hand information on admission
process, scholarships offered, fee, boarding and lodging facilities, examination process
etc.
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The Indian High School, Dubai (Symposium)
"One Child, One Teacher, One pen and One book can change the world." - Malala Yousafzai

Inspired by this quote, 6 enthusiastic students of Rajmata Krishna Kumari Girl's Public
School, Jodhpur, participated in a Symposium hosted by The Indian High School, Dubai
on 24th January 2022. The theme of the conference 'Equitable Quality Education and
Lifetime Opportunity' was a very unique and interesting theme to interact on.
Following students-Pari Salecha, Piya Salecha, Aarohi Bhattacharjee, Priyal Jain,
Prachi Jain, Prathna Sancheti with their Teacher Incharge Ms Awanesh Sharma
played a pivotal role in such knowledgeable event. The event was held on zoom
platform. It began with a warm welcome from the host school. The Keynote Speaker,
Ms Abhilasha Singh enlightened the students with her enriching words. Later,
students were divided into Barazza Groups where they had a debate session.
Afterwards they were asked to speak about the presentations they had prepared on
the topics shared by the host school.
Piya Salecha of Class VIII won the ‘Best Speaker’ award and Pari Salecha of Class VIII
won ‘Outstanding Speaker’ award. Overall, the event was very insightful and
informative.
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Assam Valley School, Assam
(RS Zoom Postcard)

“Music once admitted to the soul becomes a spirit that never dies”
Inspired from this quote, 6 enthusiastic students - Sonali Kanwar Bhati, Shalini
Singh, Vidisha Bindal, Aastha Vyas, Bhavi Kumbhat, and Manasvi Salecha with
their Teacher Incharge – Mrs Asha Bajpai were thrilled to be a part of an informative
event, RS Zoom Postcard hosted by Assam Valley School, Assam on 26th January 2022
on the theme ‘Nirgun- Music & Poetry for the Soul'. The conference started with the
enlightening words of the Keynote Speaker, Ms Sunita Bhuyan. She began her musical
career at the age of 8. Music has always been an integral part of her life. This
conference was an eye opener, the keynote speech really opened the minds of the
participants to new possibilities. The conference was primarily based on divine and
mystic poetry and song with the soul transcending from the physical realm to the
divine. In the conference, students were divided into breakout rooms where they had a
very interactive discussion on different topics. The barazza sessions were filled with
fun filled activities, interaction and information. The students learnt many virtues of
life which will definitely help them to grow more and more. It was an enriching
experience encompassing augmented teamwork, interactive activities and insightful
ventures.
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The Emerald Heights International School, Indore
(Knowledge Convergence Arc)

“Change is the end result of all true learning.” ~Leo Buscaglia
On January 27-29, the Emerald Heights International School Knowledge Convergence
Arc was held with the participation of 44 schools from across the country. RKK’s eight
participants were Vrinda Dubey – XI, Mumal Deora – XI, Manasvi Salecha – XI, Riya
Sharma – VIII, Adwitiya Saxena – VII, Lauren – XI, Amishi Shukla – XI, Aaditri
Bhattacherjee – V with their Teacher Incharges –Mrs Sandhya Mudgal, Ms Awanesh
Sharma, Mr Kamlesh Kumar and Ms Manju Singh.
The event comprised 4 major events which were: Empathy- the multiformat debate,
Enquire- the general quiz, Elucidate- the storytelling, Enunciate- creative writing. The
conference opened with an exciting opening ceremony followed by the results of the
first round of the storytelling event, announcement of the topics for the debate and
the general quiz’s first round. Later the results for the first round of the debate were
announced which would determine the schools participating in the semi finals of the
debate. A matter of great pride that RKK made it into the semifinals and Mumal
Deora of Class XI was announced as the 'Best Speaker'. The second day was action
packed with the final rounds of all the events which was followed by the Closing
Ceremony. The results for each event were announced individually. Aaditri
Bhattacharjee of Class V won the third prize in storytelling. It was an incredible
opportunity to learn and grow more.
“Never stop learning, for when we stop learning, we stop growing.” ~ Loyal ‘Jack’ Lewman
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e-SAI GLOBAL DEBATE-2022

“We must teach our children to dream with their eyes open and
debating is the best way to do it.”
An online debating event for the students across the globe, e-SAI Global Debate-2022
was organized by SAI International School, Bhubaneswar on 29th January 2022.
Inside every child is a rainbow waiting to shine. So, in order to inculcate debating
skills, this opportunity was grabbed by our budding debaters to brush up their oral
skills and encourage their flair for debating and debate with the students from
different parts of the world.
The debates were to be on three different debating formats mentioned below :
1.General Debate
2.Turncoat
3.Extempore
The broad themes for Debate and Turncoat were :
1.Cyber Security-is it a necessity for today’s youth
2.Inclusion of Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning in the school curriculum.
3.Climate change and its global impact.
After a month’s long, daily online practise schedules, the team of RKK had reformed
into a polished set of debaters. Listening to the participants’ debates, turncoats and
extempore with vigour, zeal , confidence and enthusiasm was a treat to the visual
eyes and the ears. Preparing the students for ‘Rebuttal’ was another knowledge
gaining experience where logic and currents affairs were discussed. Finally on the D
day the students delivered their best and the entire team qualified for the finals which
was a moment of great honour and pride for the school. Competing with elite national
and international schools and fierce debaters is not a mean task but students of RKK
participated with sheer grit and hard work and brought laurels to them, to school and
their family. Aarohi Bhattacherjee won the first prize in Turncoat and Bhavi
Kumbhat won the Second prize in Argumentative Debate. This added another
achievements to RKK’s data of participation and winning.
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SkillSphere Education (Indiation 2022) - Juniors
Zealous kids of RKK - Garvit Jalutharia, Shravya.K.Manoj, Deetya Kumar, Lavanya
Singh Deora, Vinaaya Atri, Bhumi Dhoot, Kashvi Bhandari and Divya Parashar of Class
IV and Gaurav Singh Deora, Tanishtha Rajvi of Class V participated in Indiation 2022
organized by SkillSphere Education.
On 29th January 2022, the first day of the Indiation started with a few ice breaking
games which was followed by a virtual journey through India watching the different
monuments of India and the states to which they belong. This was followed by an
activity in which the participants were asked to create a New National Symbol which
brought out their creativity and made them think outside the box. Then, there was a
Poster Making activity on the theme, ‘Protecting Monuments.’ The last activity of the
day was ‘Shabdkosh’ in which students were supposed to say the English meaning of
the Hindi words asked to them by their group leader. The first day of the conference
was very fun-filled and enlightening. It energised all for the rest of the event.
On the day two, there was a Utopian Parliament with the students assigned with
different ministries and their shadows. The agenda was ‘Safeguarding the lives and
interest of frontline workers’. Hence, participants were needed to find out a solution
to save the lives and interest of frontline workers in the way, a particular ministry
can. Budding speakers got a chance here to improve their public speaking. Gaurav
Singh Deora won the award for the ‘Best Minister’, award for ‘Commendable
Minister’ was bagged by Vinaaya Atri, ‘Brilliant Ideator’ was awarded to Garvit
Jalutharia and ‘Superb Speaker’ was awarded to Shravya K Manoj. The last activity
was the Jigyasa Quiz. The quiz was full of knowledge about India. Garvit Jalutharia
was proud recipient of 2nd position in Quiz.
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SkillSphere Education (Indiation 2022) - Seniors
The two day event represented by Manvi Gehlot, Pankhuri Sharma from Class VI
and Sunheri Birla, Suhani Birla from Class VIII on 29th & 30th January 2022 was
very fascinating, delightful with its topic being ‘A Salute to India’s Fallen Heroes’.
Delegates learnt many new things and activities. It improved their communication
skills with others and they got to know about Indian Parliament and India.
The competition had three events Amazing Indian Race, Utopian Parliament, IndianJigyasa Quiz. The Treasure Hunt online had seven rounds in which the students need
to answer some multiple choice questions, answer in one word, design new national
symbols with imagination and also designed a product which could help our mother
India to throw away Covid 19.The teams of Manvi Gehlot and Pankhuri bagged 1st
position and the team of Suhani Birla bagged 2nd position in designing New National
Symbols. Later that afternoon it was followed up by Jigyasa Quiz. Manvi Gehlot was
ranked 4th in the whole community and was appreciated for her knowledge.
On the day two, there was a Utopian Parliament with the students assigned with
different ministries and their shadows. The agenda was ‘Safeguarding the lives and
interest of frontline workers’. Hence, participants were needed to find out a solution
to save the lives and interest of frontline workers in the way, a particular ministry
can. Budding speakers got a chance here to improve their public speaking. The ruling
party comprising two students of RKK Pankhuri and Suhani won the session. The
trainer appreciated the research work, full of ideas, of Suhani, that a Sports Minister
can imply. Overall, the event was full of joy and excitement in which students implied
their imagination, creativity, learnt about the Great Indian Empire and about the
sacrifices of our front liners who breathlessly worked during the lockdown to fight
with corona virus.
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First Steps School of Arts & Sciences, Faisalabad,
Punjab, Pakistan (Symposium)
A team consisting of three RKKians, Lakshita Singh Ranawat, Amishi Shukla and
Hemangini Bhati with their Teacher Incharge Mr Girish Vyas, took part in the First
Steps Symposium on Social Enterprise hosted by the First Steps School of Arts &
Sciences, Faisalabad, Punjab, Pakistan on 29th & 30th January 2022. The theme of
the event revolved around bringing change in our world through setting up social
enterprises, solely based from the ideas and drive of the students participating. The
two-day event brought about many revealations in how each one of us view present
day problems that seem not to have any solutions. It was also highlighted that how
much of a difference, youth can potentially make even while sitting in front of
screens. The Keynote Speaker, Ms Hira Warjahat, planned an interactive session with
all the budding entrepreneurs. SET was a topic that was discussed about and dissected
what it meant. Sustainability, Entrepreneurship and Technology have the potential of
changing the world and the society. Ecstatic to find out that people do not have to
leave behind everything to make a noticeable change in the environment for the
better, delegates were separated into barazza groups. Overflowing with ideas, there
were fiery discussions with some ice breaking questions, that brought a smile on the
faces of the students. On the second day, each school had to present a business model
that would help a cause. There were phenomenal ideas coming from all the schools.
Some of the exceptional ideas were the Organic Spa, the manufacturing of Plastic
Bricks, Milk Waste Management and many more. RKK team put forward a social
enterprise which promoted Urban Gardens, where we would use the help of
community service and set up an establishment in urban areas that would offer
organic produce, strictly in-house grown. The cause, RKK’s representatives wished to
solve, was one that hit close to home for them, as they have seen innumerous times
how industries dump water after infusing with toxic chemicals and on the other hand
the agricultural lands run dry in drought in Rajasthan. It was overall a wonderful
event that brought to limelight many sustainable projects for the betterment of the
human beings and environment on earth.
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Jodhpur District Sub Junior B/G Chess Championship

Date – 3rd to 4th January 2022
Venue - Jodhpur
Result - Kiyaansh Chopra of Class ll A
got 4th Position in Under 16 Boys and he
has been Selected for State Level Chess.

Asia Book of Record and India Book of Record 2022
Date - 23rd January 2022
Pahal Lohia of Class KG C has her name been recorded in "Asia Book of Record and
India Book of Record 2022". At the age of 5 years, she has been titled as 'Grand
Master' for performing 25 Yoga poses in 1 minute - as confirmed on 13th December
2021.
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Community Service
Project Prayaas under the aegis of Rajmata Krishna Kumari Girls'Public School
Jodhpur, continues to contribute to self-hygiene and care. Ladies working under the
project continue practicing in the tough times of covid to serve the purpose to as
many as possible. The distribution of sanitary napkins took place on 31st January
2022 at Navjyoti Manovikas Kendra to create awareness amongst the specially
abled children and the support staff.

***
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